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32-bit (x86), 64-bit (x64), 32-bit (x86), 64-bit (x64). The HostCMS DLE 9.0 template suitable for you can be downloaded here.
Although download and register in it, only the price does not suit me. Not worth your money. Why does it work. Because it is

included in the DLE CMS Builder package, which costs about 20 thousand rubles. I make money on it. download 2 great
template for free and without registration If the video card does not go into any game projects, but only into simple layouts, then

such templates will never be able to print. Because designers have requests for computer resources, and if they see that the
images are 3000 pixels wide, and the templates are generally 8m2, they will say that your game is weak and you canâ€™t work

on it. If you have a budget of 200-300 $, and highly specialized sites, then yes, such templates can be used with this CMS.
Templates with reusable support: You can use the template multiple times, as there is support for reusable links. This template

was created on the DLE engine version 9.1.12 I am satisfied with the atech.ua template. I first started working on it in 2013 and
will continue to work. Since there were a lot of positive reviews, I decided to buy another one of the same and another and

another.As a result, 4 such patterns remained. Great template. I donâ€™t know why, but this particular template was the first
one I started working on. Constantly something in this pattern annoys me. Too many spacing for all links and too bright color
scheme. For example, the icons do not match what is written in the header. But that is not all. It does not "shoot" in terms of

speed either. In general, the template is good and I do not see anything to complain about DLE is great for creating websites and
blogs. A quality CMS that works quite well in various versions of the engine. She showed herself especially well in DLE 10 The
template is not bad in principle, but in my opinion, it does not correspond to modern web design trends. So I have tried almost

every template on this CMF and unfortunately only one
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